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This game is not very nostalgic due to most NES games being unlike this. But the graphics are charming and the gameplay is
challenging but fun. Combat is not as mindless as one may think, but it can get repetitive and is difficult, but you feel like an
absolute badass when you get done slicing through a group of enemies.. Very uniqe and fun BUT THE 4th LEVEL IS ALMOST
IMPOSSIBLE and I want to be in the middle so Im just gonna recommend the game. Very simple, not much depth but has
potential to grow. I bought this for the fitness aspect and it hasn't let me down. After 5 minutes of playing I was dripping with
sweat. The developer could add more modes and create a purely fitness aimed game.. controls are responding waaaay too slow.
Absolutly loving this game....it took me maybe about 6 restarts to get the hang of how this game works but its awesome! For a
E.A. game it runs great and there seems to be a fair amount of mechanics in game, well worth the $10

Looking forward to playing more and future updates. I think i wouldve really enjoyed this game, if only it wasnt for the fact that
putting it at 1920x1080 would put the game off centered to the right.. It is somehow more boring than doing nothing.
0/10 would do nothing again
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The time has come and so have I
I'll laugh last, 'cause you came to die.
The damage done, the pain subsides
And I can see the fear clear when I look in your eye.. Fabulously retro game from the late 90's which was already a tribute to
games from the 80's from the days when lives and continues ruled the day and it even has cakes!

Lego StarWars style multiplayer ( drop in, Drop out) and a ton of weapons, monsters and levels.

Yes... its dated a bit since it came out 20 years ago... but for a slice of retro kitch.... it doesnt get much better.
It has secret modes too... which are clearly 'in jokes' with the devteam.

This game was the first with so many graphics features back in the day which we take for granted now, and I'm just pleased its
finally come out on steam.
. I'm in love with this game. Great climbing mechanics, beautiful world, great music and ambiance. I have only played the first
world our of five so far so I can't speak for the rest of the game but I will definitely keep playing. I'm guessing this game has at
least 5 hours of content if not more which is great for a VR game and much more than what I was expecting. This game
deserves more love. I highly recommend it.. very good game you can have a lot of units. Spectacular! Improved from DiRT
Rally 1 in every way.

This track alone will ruin you for any other racing sim.

If you thought "can I skip this?", I have bad news for you: you really cannot. While many Codemasters F1 games feel like
annual patches for the full price, this Monte Carlo DLC feels and looks like a lot of work went into it. Due to the enhanced
driving physics and surfaces of DR2 it plays very differently to DR1. They could not have 'just ported' the 'old' MC stage into
DR2.

Whatever you think of their overall DLC policy, I find the price very acceptable. If you decide NOT to buy it, you will STILL
be able to PLAY, if you are joining your friends online, who own the stage. But, why on earth would you not buy it?!

10\/10
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